
 
The Assam Kaziranga University 

Koraikhowa, Jorhat 
 (Application for Re- Checking of Result) 

 
(Applicants are strongly advised to go through the rules printed overleaf carefully before filling up this form) 

 

1. Name of student (Block Letters) …………………………………………………….……………………..………… 

2. Student ID …………………………………… 3. Semester ……………………………………………..……………… 

4. Program ……………………………………… 5.  Branch (if applicable)…………………………………………… 

6. Exam …………………………………………… 7.  Promotional Status …………………………………..………… 

8. Month and year of Examination ………………………………………………………..……………………………. 

9. Courses in which Scrutiny/Re-evaluation is sought: 

Course Code Course Marks 
Obtained 

Grade Scrutiny * 
(Please Tick) 

Re- evaluation# 
(Please Tick) 

      

      

      

      

      

      

NOTE- *, # - Details are available in rules printed overleaf 

Declaration:  

I have carefully read the rules regarding Scrutiny/Re-evaluation printed overleaf and I agree to be 

governed by the same. I am fully aware that as a result of seeking Scrutiny/Re-evaluation the original 

marks secured by me in the course concerned, can also be reduced. I undertake to surrender my original 

result and to accept the final result/marks when declared by the University as a result of Scrutiny/Re-

evaluation applied for by me, as per rules laid down in this behalf. 

Address (In Block letters) ………………………………………………………….  

……………………………………………………………….Pin Code: …………………. 

Date ………………….. Tel. No …………………………………………… 
(Signature of Candidate) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Whether Approved by DEAN_________________________________________________________ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 (For Official Use Only) 
The fee for Scrutiny/Re-evaluation of answer scripts is Rs. 1000/- per course, which is to be paid to the 
cashier at the university cash counter. 

 
No. of courses ………………………..@ Rs. 1000/- = Total amount -----------Paid On _________ 
                              Money Rcpt. No __________ 
 

         Signature of cashier 

         Date …………………….. 

 

 



 

 

 

Rules for Scrutiny/Re-evaluation: 

1. Scrutiny *:- The activity under this category shall ordinarily be confined to checking the: 

 

  Correctness of the total marks awarded and its conversion into appropriate letter 

grading. 

 Whether any part/ whole of a question have been left uncorrected/ unevaluated 

inadvertently. 

 Correctness of transcription of marks on the tabulation sheet and the transcript 

issued in respect of the course item under scrutiny. 

 

2. Re-evaluation #: - This involves re-examination of the answer script by independent expert 

(s) in the concerned subject (s). 

 

3. The request for Scrutiny/Re-evaluation by the student must be made within Seven (7) 

calendar days from the date of publication of the result. 

 

4. The Marks obtained by the student after Scrutiny/Re-evaluation will be considered as the 

final marks for the subject and no further pleading shall be entertained. 

 

NOTE: - Documents to be submitted along with this application form:- 

1. Photo copy of the mark- sheet. 
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